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SUMMARY
Using state administrative records matched to the 1984 Survey of Income and Program Participation, we
examine intertemporal relationships in response errors. False negative errors in reporting food stamps are
highly correlated across interviews for the same household. Hypotheses that the error process can be explained
by learning behaviour are not supported. Bivariate probit of response error in two periods reveals that
responses to covariates are stable over time and the latent error terms are positively correlated. These findings
support the hypothesis that respondents have a latent tendency to cooperate (or not cooperate) with surveys.
Copyright  2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

1. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical treatment of the impact of measurement error on estimation (Bound et al., 2002; Fuller,
1987) demonstrates that some information about the structure of response error is necessary
for consistent estimation. Kalton et al. (1989, pp. 265–266) enumerate multiple sources of
measurement error, while Griliches and Hausman (1986) describe the importance of information
about the structure of the response error in panel data. Validation studies, such as this one, match
survey data to some highly accurate measure of the variables of interest to provide information
about response error structure. In this paper, administrative records of food stamp participation
are matched to a subsample of the 1984 panel of the Survey of Income and Program Participation
(SIPP). Other examples of this approach are Bound et al. (1990), Ferber et al. (1969a,b), Greenberg
and Halsey (1983), Hill (1993), Lansing et al. (1961) and Mathiowetz and Duncan (1988). A
few studies (Bollinger, 1998; Bound and Krueger, 1991; Marquis and Moore, 1990) measure
multi-period response error.

This paper addresses two questions about the structure of response errors in a multi-interview
panel. Is the response error structure stable across interviews? Response error structure may change
due to learning. Respondents improve response accuracy through increased comprehension, will-
ingness to access records, or building trust with the interviewer (often referred to as conditioning
effects; Kalton et al., 1989). Alternatively, respondents may engage in strategic behaviour to reduce
the length of the interview. The SIPP questionnaire asks a screening question about food stamp
participation, and follows a ‘yes’ response with more detailed questions. Respondents may learn
to give negative answers to avoid the detailed questions.
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Second, are response errors correlated over time? This second question extends Bollinger and
David (1997, 2001), who find support for the cooperator hypothesis: respondents are predisposed
to provide accurate answers or are predisposed to provide poor data. They find that response
errors are concentrated in the screening question rather than on recall of details in specific months,
proxy reports are not less accurate than self reports, and response errors are correlated with
sample attrition. The cooperator hypothesis also suggests that response errors should be correlated
across interviews.

The results fail to support any learning behaviour. The results provide strong support for
positive correlation of errors across interviews, which is consistent with the cooperator hypothesis.
Correlation implies that i.i.d. error structure is not applicable to modelling response error in panel
data. Models that hypothesize i.i.d. structure are misspecified and estimation that relies upon that
maintained assumption is likely to be biased. Section 2 describes the data. Section 3 presents the
models and estimates. Section 4 concludes and provides direction for further research.

2. DATA

The data used here derive from the 1984 panel of the Survey of Income and Program Participation
(SIPP). The 1984 panel began interviewing households in October 1983. Each interview repeats
the same set of core questions for all adults in the household. Demographic information is also
collected about minor children. Each interview, or wave, elicits information about events in the
previous four months. Thus an interview occurring in December 1983 would ask questions about a
reference period pertaining to the months of August, September, October and November of 1983.

Researchers at the Census Bureau compiled a census of state administrative records for the
Food Stamp Program in Florida, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin (Bollinger and David, 1997 and
Marquis and Moore, 1990 give details of that process). Administrative records for the Food
Stamp Program are highly accurate measures of true food stamp participation. Federal auditing
provides an incentive for each state agency to keep accurate, machine-readable records. The
matching procedure used by the census is based on multiple levels of information and has a high
success rate (Marquis and Moore, 1990). Matching errors are reduced by validating self-reported
Social Security numbers. The Social Security Administration confirms that reported Social Security
numbers are consistent with other identifying information reported in the survey.

We argue that mismatching is rare and that differences between the administrative record and the
survey response can be attributed to response error in the survey. If matching, or administrative
record error, were large, one would expect errors of omission and errors of commission to be
relatively symmetric. Both the probability and the count of errors of commission are far smaller
than errors of omission. Errors of commission can be used as an upper bound on errors due to
matching or administrative error: Table I shows errors of commission are less than 1% in each
wave (0.3% in wave 1 and 0.6% in wave 2).

Data were aggregated to household units. As validation data are specific to states, any household
that moved out-of-state between wave 1 and wave 2 was discarded from the sample, leaving 2597
households for the dynamic analysis. Change in residence of household members and change in
the membership of the household pose a serious conceptual problem for longitudinal analysis
(Citro and Hernandez, 1986). We resolve the problem by using the household units that exist
at the time of the second interview as the unit of analysis. For most households, there are no
changes between the first and second interview. Households that split are treated as two separate
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Table I. Joint wave 1 and wave 2 screener level responses

Administrative record No FS Food stamps in Row totals

Wave 1 Wave 2 Both

No food stamps 2356 3 10 1 2370
(Row %) (99.4%) (0.1%) (0.4%) (0.04%)
(Column %) (98.9%) (9.1%) (25.6%) (0.7%) (91.3%)

Food stamps in
Wave 1 only 6 19 0 3 28

(Row %) (21.4%) (67.9%) (0%) (10.7%)
(Column %) (0.2%) (57.6%) (0%) (2.1%) (1.1%)

Wave 2 only 4 0 17 1 22
(Row %) (18.2%) (0%) (77.3%) (4.5%)
(Column %) (0.2%) (0%) (43.6%) (0.7%) (0.8%)

Both waves 16 11 12 138 177
(Row %) (9.0%) (6.2%) (6.8%) (78.0%)
(Column %) (0.7%) (33.3%) (30.8%) (96.5%) (6.8%)

Column totals 2382 33 39 143 2597
(Row %) (91.7%) (1.3%) (1.5%) (5.5%)

households throughout our analysis. We focus on households that received food stamps during
both wave 1 and wave 2 of the 1984 SIPP. We focus on false negative survey responses as these
households can exhibit learning behaviour. We cannot control for change in interviewer, which is
relatively rare, and conjecture that interviewer effects are second-order to the incentive effects on
respondents created by the administration of welfare programmes (Hotz and Scholz, 2002).

Table I compares household responses to the screening question and administrative records
matched to the reference period. The totals in the second to fourth rows count food stamp indicators
derived from administrative records. Our analysis pertains to the fourth row—177 households
who participated in the Food Stamp Program during both periods. The remaining rows place the
population studied in the context of a representative sample that does not move across state lines
in the four months following the initial interview.

Table II provides descriptive statistics for the 177 participating households. The average
household size shows little change between waves. Since the time interval is short (four months),
stability is not surprising. Approximately 30% of the households were headed by a married couple.
Single, female-headed households dominate the sample. Household earnings relate to the month
prior to the interview month. Household earnings aggregate wages and salaries from all jobs, and

Table II. Descriptive statistics for food stamp participants

Variable Wave 1 Wave 2

Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev.

Omission 0.158 0.366 0.153 0.361
Household earnings/capita 132.14 317.97 123.25 239.57
Household earnings 421.06 833.02 386.68 639.58
Household size 3.311 1.834 3.412 1.890
Single female headed HH 0.548 0.499 0.548 0.499
Single male headed HH 0.136 0.343 0.164 0.371
Sample size 177
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net income from sole proprietorships, over all adults in the household. Income from other sources
is excluded.

3. RESULTS

We use two approaches to address the questions posed. First we examine indicators of response
error, without conditioning on covariates. If positive (negative) learning occurs, then the proportion
of errors of omission should fall (rise) between the first and second wave. The cooperator hypoth-
esis implies that errors of omission should be positively correlated between waves of interviews.

Bollinger and David (1997) establish that response errors are related to demographic and
economic characteristics. Cross-tabulations do not control for these characteristics. To control
for known covariates, models of response error conditional on economic and demographic
characteristics are estimated over both periods. The null hypothesis for learning is that the
coefficients of the models are constant across the two interviews. The cooperator hypothesis
implies that temporal correlation exists for the unobserved latent variable in the model.

3.1. Indicators of Response Error

The indicator analysis focuses on the fourth row of Table I. Failing to report receiving food stamps
in the first wave is the sum of the first and third columns (those who fail to report in both waves
and those who only report in the second wave): 28/177. Those failing to report in only the second
wave are the first and second column: 27/177. The difference is not statistically significant. There
is no evidence of positive or negative learning behaviour.

The simplest measure of dependence in response error between the two periods is the correlation
of the indicator variables for an error of omission across waves 1 and 2. The Pearson correlation
coefficient is r D 0.504. This estimate is significantly positive at the 1% level. Other approaches,
based on chi-squared tests of independence, yield similar results. The positive correlation supports
our cooperator hypothesis.

3.2. Bivariate Probit Models

We generalize the model used for errors of omission in Bollinger and David (1997) by estimating
a bivariate probit model for omission errors in two waves. The learning hypothesis is tested
by comparing the estimated coefficients for each interview. The correlation between the latent
variables εi1 and εi2 is used to test the cooperator hypothesis. When observations on a particular
household are available for only two periods, it is impossible to differentiate between a random
effects model and an autocorrelation model in the error terms, only the correlation can be estimated.

We estimate a bivariate probit model on the 177 households that received food stamps in both
waves and participated in both wave 1 and wave 2 interviews. The model uses the covariates
specified in the one-period analysis by Bollinger and David (1997). Estimates are presented in
Table III. We also examine the robustness of these results to outliers in the income variable using
truncated (and winsorized) samples. The results appear to be robust, not driven by a few outliers.
(Additional one-period models were explored in Bollinger and David, 1997, 2001.)

Response error is positively related to earnings (either per capita or total), and negatively
related to household size. Households headed by a single male are more likely to commit an error
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Table III. Coefficients of joint omission error
model: participants in both waves (standard

errors in parentheses)

Variable Wave 1 Wave 2

Intercept �1.208 �0.760
(0.425) (0.427)

HH earnings 0.000 987 0.000 869
(0.000 200) (0.000 211)

HH size �0.143 �0.265
(0.0897) (0.093)

Single female �0.235 �0.103
(0.343) (0.347)

Single male 1.046 0.804
(0.393) (0.376)

Intertemporal 0.727
Correlation �w1�w2 (0.120)
Mean log-likelihood �0.557
N 177

of omission than married couples. Households headed by a single female are less likely to commit
an error than married couples, although this coefficient is not significant at conventional levels.
Similar results were reported and examined in detail in Bollinger and David (1997, 2001). The
new finding here is evidence about learning and persistence.

The learning model implies differences in the slope coefficients between the two periods. There
is no evidence that the error-generating model is changing across waves. The asymptotic chi-
squared test statistic for our model is 4.28, while the critical value �d.f. D 5� is 11.07. Tests on
specific coefficients, including the intercept, produce similar results. Caution should be used in
extrapolating this result to subsequent interviews, as attrition in waves 3 and 4 is correlated to
wave 1 response errors (Bollinger and David, 2001).

The estimate of � supports persistence of response errors: �w1�w2 D 0.727.�w1�w2 is significantly
positive and larger than the simple correlation calculated for Table I. The increase is due to the
smaller variance in the unobservable εit.�w1�w2 > 0 supports our cooperator hypothesis: individuals
in households who are willing and able to cooperate with the survey will provide more accurate
answers throughout the survey. Other households are not cooperators: they are unwilling or unable
to provide accurate data.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has examined two important hypotheses concerning the structure of response error
in reporting Food Stamp Program participation: response errors persist and learning effects
are significant. Significant persistence in response error for particular households confirms our
cooperator hypothesis, and supports previous results by Bollinger and David (2001). Further
research that identifies root causes of persistence is needed. Similarity between coefficients of the
two-interview model and the cross-sectional model demonstrates stability in the model specified
for response error.

We find no evidence for learning, either positive or negative. While the sample is small and
extends over a limited time period, this negative finding is good news for survey designers and for
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data users. Survey designers can concentrate on overcoming cognitive problems and sensitivity
that interferes with giving accurate responses. For data users, it sounds a hopeful note: holding
other factors constant, response accuracy does not decline with time. Quality of estimates at the
second wave of a panel appears to be about the same as the first. Research is needed to determine
whether models of response error estimated here generalize to other variables, especially variables
measured for individuals rather than households.

The most critical finding here is that the correlation of response errors over time is large
and significant. The often-used assumption that measurement errors are uncorrelated over time is
not supported here. The corollary to that assumption, that prior reports of a particular variable
can be used as instruments when measurement error is present, is also not supported. Further
work on dynamics of errors is needed to identify the possibility that persistence emanates from
autocorrelation of response errors. Griliches and Hausman (1986) correctly suggest that the
autocorrelation structure of response error coefficients be used to adjust model estimates. The work
here provides one estimate of the size of that correlation. Further work on dynamics of errors is
needed to identify the possibility that persistence emanates from autocorrelation of response errors.

These conclusions must be qualified. Administrative data may contain errors. The maintained
assumption throughout the paper is that the administrative data are correct and any differences
between survey response and administrative record represent response error. The small sample
limits confidence in the negative finding of no learning effects. Sampling variance should be
captured in the estimates of standard errors. A larger sample, or a different sample, may overturn
these results. These limitations suggest that further research on modelling response errors is
warranted. Continuing programmes of matching survey data to administrative records will be
essential to that research.
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